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Create your own summer tour in Rottal-Inn
The region Rottal-Inn provides many recreational activities such as hiking,
biking, sightseeing, the discovery of local culture and many different clubs
suiting every taste. Therefore, to give you a better understanding of the
diversity the region Rottal-Inn comprises, we assembled a collection of the
most essential leisure activities for you.
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Outdoor Activities
The most beautiful biking and
hiking trails in Rottal-Inn
Altogether, the region Rottal-Inn
comprises hundreds of kilometers of
biking trails, that are suitable for sporty
as well as for laid-back drivers due to
their diverse composition.
One of the numerous biking trails for
instance is the Innradweg that leads
from the swiss valley region Engadin
through Bavaria to Passau, past the
Lower Inn European Nature Reserve
and the city Simbach am Inn.
Plan further individual biking tours in
our route portal.

Also for hikers the holiday region
Rottal-Inn provides 171 diversified
walk ways and hiking trails to choose
from.
The hiking trails in Rottal-Inn
especially stand out, because of the
intact nature in combination with
beautiful attractions and outstanding
sites they combine.
Apart from that, even Nordic Walking
enthusiasts will get their money’s
worth, since several fitness related
walks are offered in the region of
Rottal-Inn.
Plan your personalized walk or hike
through Rottal-Inn here.
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Outdoor Activities
Outstanding natural Bathing Locations in Rottal-Inn
The region Rottal-Inn offers
various natural lakes, not only for
bathing, but also for pure
relaxation, sports or meeting with
friends. Many of these lakes
provide practical facilities like
parking areas, lawns for
sunbathing, restaurants and even
grill areas for their visitors.
For example, you can visit Lake
Gries near Bad Birnbach , the
natural bath Mitterskirchen or
the Rottauensee in Postmünster.

Adventurous public outdoor pools
Additionally, for swimming and sliding, volleyball games, sun bathing and
other fun activities the region Rottal-Inn comprises public outdoor pools and
water parks in nearly every town.
The outdoor pool in Pfarrkirchen for example offers sunbathing lawns, a kiosk
for refreshments, three pools of different depth, springboards and a volleyball
court for the sporty visitors.
Similar offers are tendered by other outdoor pools in Rottal-Inn
Further information can be
obtained on the websites of
the outdoor pools:
• Arnstorf
• Amsham
• Rottal Terme Bad Birnbach
• Eggenfelden
• Ering
• Pfarrkirchen
• Indoor Pool Massing
• Triftern
• Tann
• Ulbering
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Natural Highlights
The most impressive Natural Monuments
Do you enjoy going on discovery
tours through nature? Then you are
at the right place in Rottal-Inn. The
rural district does not only provide
an old Bavarian cultural landscape,
but also many different natural
treasures. There is a rock in the
shape of a crocodile, stone blocks
or a labyrinth of rocks, only to
name a few.
The most special however is the
“Bürgerwald” in Eggenfelden, which
is a forest that offers classical
experiences, such as trails for
jogging, walking and nordic
walking, as well as the possibility to
discover the forest with the help of
modern technology. QR codes
provide information on your
surroundings and there is even the
option of augmented reality..
Feel free to get to know more about the natural monuments and the forest
Bürgerwald Eggenfelden.
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Natural Highlights
Lower Inn European Nature Reserve
In the borderland of Bavaria
and Austria you can visit the
Lower Inn European Nature
Reserve, which is 5.500
hectares in size. At this nature
and bird reserve there are
untouched alluvial forests,
rare plant and animal species
and numerous migatory and
water birds.
More than 200 bird species can find both nutrient sources and breeding
places there. Along cycle and hiking paths nature lovers can discover the
reserve. Two observation decks invite visitors to get to know the unique
diversity of birds in the region during all seasons of the year. Even fish
eagles and sea eagles can be observed.
The information centre of the Lower Inn
European Nature Reserve presents its new
exhibition since the 31st of May 2020.
Visitors can learn fascinating and exciting
information about the habitats at the
Lower River Inn, like for instance how the
islands there have developed, which
animals are living in the alluvial forests or
which bird species are currently present in
the area.
Get to know the Lower Inn European
Nature Reserve here.
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Cultural Highlights

Beautiful rural museums and traditional
bavarian culture
No matter if its farms, sophisticated art or
even a collection of pocket rules: The district
Rottal-Inn collects, preserves, explores, exhibits
and conveys. Great professional museums and
small, lovingly presented collections tell the
story of the culture, the art and the life in
Rottal-Inn.

Discover your favorite museum here.

Churches and castles
A rich country: Even today magnificent
buildings of the area are evidence of
the former farmers welfare in the
fertile land of Rott and Inn and the
effort in the cities and market places.
Gothic churches located in the smallest
hamlet, high towers, extended castle
grounds and baroque pilgrimage
locations wait to be discovered.

Find more Information on the building
culture in Rottal-Inn here.
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Adventures & Cuisine
The most exciting leisure activities
Balloon rides, climbing, tandem skydiving and many other entertainment
options are given for the inhabitants and visitors of the district Rottal-Inn.
The adventure park Voglsam for
instance includes a climbing park, a
kart andtoboggan track, a barefoot
hiking trail, but also extraordinary
offers such as football golf.
Even the options to take part in
balloon rides, to visit animal
enclosures, or simply to enjoy some
time in a beergarden or kiosk are
provided for visitors.
Plan your trip to Voglsam here.

Get to know about further leisure
activities here.

Delicious Bavarian dining culture
and beverages
In the rural area of Rottal-Inn eating out
is not perceived as an unspectacular
everyday task. On the contrary, going
out for a meal is a pure leisure pursuit, in
which one learns to cherish the pleasure
a calmly enjoyed meal brings with. The
traditional inns and rustic hostelries in
the region Rottal-Inn warmly welcome
everyone who wants to stop by for a
bite to eat and experience Bavarian
hospitality. No matter if in beautiful
dining areas or in cosy beer gardens
everyone will find delicious Bavarian
cuisine and beverages according to their
taste.
Check out the publication “Wirtshäuser und Brauereien” to discover your
favorite restaurant or local brewery.
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Clubs and Music Schools
Sport Clubs and Societies

The region Rottal-Inn also provides you with a huge variation of different
clubs, including football clubs, tennis clubs and chess clubs, as well as
volunteer work at Caritas, the Bavarian Red Cross, fire departments, the Federal
Agency for Technical Relief, German lifeguard services and many more.
Clubs do not only support you in the execution of your hobbies, but also help
in establishing new friendships, allow you to take part in multiple events and
give you the opportunity to aid people in need.
A great choice of clubs in your surroundings can be obtained here.

Music Schools
For the musical talents among yourselves, there are also numerous music
schools to assist you in your musical development.
The music school Pfarrkirchen for example provides a multifaceted offer of
vocal lessons, instrumental classes, music theory and elementary music
education. Instruments, such as piano and guitar enjoy great popularity in the
music school Pfarrkirchen, but also instrumental lessons for e-guitar, keyboard,
flute and many other instruments are offered.
As a funny side note, the music school in Pfarrkirchen even teaches yodeling
and playing bagpipes.
Feel free to obtain more
information about the music
school Pfarrkirchen, the
music school Eggenfelden,
the music school bad
birnbach and the music
school Arnstorf.
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